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Let’s stop calling PSAs “announcements.” Today, a 
successful public service announcement needs to be 
conceived, built, and distributed as a total program. 
PSAs now exist in many new forms, in many new 

venues, developed by many kinds of nonprofit organizations. 
They can be win-win vehicles for groups who want to 
make a positive difference in the world, and who also want 
to self-serve. Today, PSAs can be multi-tasking projects, 
designed to attract supporters, create positive awareness, 
recruit volunteers, and even raise donations. All in addition 
to their original purpose of doing intrinsic good, of course. 
Today, PSAs can saturate an audience with a concept, and 
not just announce a message.

Choose the Right Media
TV remains a profound launching pad for a PSA message. 
TV viewership is still media king, and it can be the single 
place that garners the most impressions. (An impression 
is a measure of the number of times an ad is viewed.) TV 
is also the best way to lead an audience to a website or to 
some other action. 
All TV PSAs wind up on YouTube, of course. But the best 
ones go viral – a plug for starting with a dynamic concept 
and shooting it with feature-caliber direction. 
Then there’s online. You need a website dedicated to the 
PSA, or at least a link on an existing site with a clear landing 
button that connects iconically with the PSA’s creative 
concept. 
It’s not enough to expect viewers to go to that site “for more 
information.” Give them a more compelling reason to visit. 
Ask yourself:
How can I make my message more relevant not just 
to core viewers, but to more casual viewers? 
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Why should anyone care? 
Can people interact with my site in some personalized, 
fulfilling way? To post their own story or experience? To 
contribute to an archive of information that makes my site, 
and my PSA topic, more vital? 
Is there a mobile or social-media component that can 
connect people horizontally to my cause and keep renewing 
its message?

Take Advantage of New Trends
One of the juiciest new developments in PSAs is the relaxing 
of network constraints. Content that might not have passed 
PSA muster a decade ago is now awarded airtime by network 
gatekeepers. Basic tenets are still in place – no overt self-
promotion, no corporate sponsorship, and so on. But what 
the Ford Motor Company can’t do, the Ford Foundation can. 
And combination buys are now happening more often, where 
free PSA time is bartered in conjunction with a paid media 
schedule to launch a “borderline” PSA concept. 
You still can’t ask for donations, but you can ask for “support.” 
During disasters, the Red Cross routinely walks this line. 

Another trend in PSA program development is partnerships. 
Pooling money among two or more nonprofit sponsors can 
lead to a bigger budget and more ambitious PSA deployment. 
You can also take advantage of new venues for PSAs, 
including vast arenas known as the out-of-home 
environment. Airports, shopping malls, bus shelters, train 
and metro rail systems, retail aisles, gas stations, fitness 
clubs, elevators, and even taxi cabs are all part of the new 
PSA media palette. Here, dioramas in various digital displays 
attract attention and gain exposure as never before. Rotating 
signs, video, and new placement opportunities send a more 
dynamic signal than a print ad ever could. 
In addition to these recent trends and opportunities, the 
basic checklist for successful PSA production still applies:
Make sure to produce advertising elements in a range 
of lengths and sizes.  
Follow through with calls to key media outlets to 
boost usage.  
Pay attention to PSA packaging.

Beyond the Single Message
For much more about communicating your message 
to best advantage, see the many articles at 
NonprofitWorld.org, including:

PSAs, the Olympics of Nonprofit Advertising (Vol. 23, 
No. 5)

Let the World Know: Make Your Cause News (Vol. 15, 
No. 1)

Is It Time to Consider New Ways to Communicate? 
(Vol. 25, No. 4)

The Five Biggest Website Mistakes Nonprofits Make 
– & How to Avoid Them (Vol. 29, No. 5)

Boosting Visibility (Vol. 27, No. 2)

PSAs: Free But Not Easy! (Vol. 8, No. 3)

Put thought into your PSA kickoff. Does it call for a 
press conference? A webcast? A government agency or 
spokesperson that would help support your cause for added 
public relations? A celebrity or citizen to act as “poster 
person”?
Just remember not to think of PSAs as announcements: 
They have morphed into total programs that can surround 
an audience through new tactics and media. The total PSA 
program deserves as much attention as the PSA message 
itself.  
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